Intravenous cereport (RMP-7) modifies topographic uptake profile of carboplatin within rat glioma and brain surrounding tumor, elevates platinum levels, and enhances survival.
Several experiments studied the effects of i.v. infusions of the bradykinin agonist, Cereport (RMP-7), on permeability of the blood-brain tumor barrier in rat gliomas. First, the ability of Cereport to increase uptake of two poorly blood-brain barrier-penetrating drugs (lypophilic paclitaxel and hydrophilic carboplatin) was directly compared to provide new information regarding the scope of delivery effects achieved with Cereport. Next, the increased uptake of platinum into tumor and brain surrounding tumor was shown to closely parallel that of radiolabeled carboplatin, confirming that delivery of a biologically active moiety is increased with Cereport. This study also demonstrated that the elevated tumor levels of platinum persisted for at least 2 h. The enhanced carboplatin uptake was then examined using a novel, high spatial resolution analysis of autoradiography. This revealed that the effects of Cereport were not uniform throughout the tumor, because it especially modified those areas normally impermeable to carboplatin. Finally, a range of i.v. Cereport doses (3.0 and 9.0 microg/kg) was tested in combination with carboplatin to determine whether increased survival might be achieved and to define the relationship between Cereport dose, plasma levels, uptake of carboplatin, and enhanced survival. Survival was enhanced only by the high dose of Cereport; the high dose also produced robust increases in carboplatin uptake and plasma concentrations of Cereport estimated to achieve the K(i), whereas the low dose did not. These data offer fundamental information regarding the effects of Cereport on delivery of chemotherapeutic agents to brain tumors and provide new insight into receptor-mediated permeability of the blood-brain tumor barrier.